(Received ?; revised ?; accepted ?. -To be entered by editorial office) 8 This paper investigates a family of dam-break problems over an erodible bed. The hy- shown that it is necessary to reconsider the usual shock conditions. Instead, we propose 20 an implied internal shock structure the concept of which originates from the fact that 21 the stationary shock over fixed bed discontinuity can be regarded as a limiting case of 
Introduction

31
A Riemann problem consists of an initial value problem composed of a set of conserva-32 tion equations together with initial piecewise constant data having a single discontinuity. due to gravity (ms −2 ).
99
In order to reveal the shock dynamics by solving a strictly hyperbolic system, we do 100 not include the downslope diffusion effect in our model, although morphodynamic shocks 101 are considered where vertical bed steps occur.
102
In general,q is strongly dependent onû and a weak function ofĥ. Here, a simple but 103 commonly used formulaq = Aû 3 (see Grass 1981 ) is employed for the bed load (see e.g. mathematical solution so that the basic dynamics can be understood, and to provide a 108 mathematical test case for numerical models. , h =ĥ h 0 , u =û u 0 and B =B h 0 , (2.5) h t + uh x + hu x = 0, (2.6) u t + uu x + h x + B x = 0, (2.7)
B t + 3σu 2 u x = 0, (2.8)
where σ = ξAg.
115
The vector form of these three non-dimensional governing equations is 
Further details of the simple wave theory can be found in Jeffrey (1976) .
147
Returning to the present system we have: 
where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that r then the characteristic velocity increases or decreases continuously across the λ i wave,
163
thus implying the existence of either an expansion (rarefaction) wave, or a compressive 164 wave (which becomes a shock ultimately). Then the λ i wave field is said to be genuinely 165 nonlinear (or convex) (Sharma 2010) . Note that if
the wave field is said to be genuinely linear.
167
If we return again to the present system we find that
where G = 3λ 2 − 4uλ + (u 2 − 3σu 2 − h), and it is therefore not clear that (2.24) will be 169 strictly > or < 0. In this case the problem is said to be non-convex (Sharma 2010 
This implies that the solution to the dam-break problem resulting from the system (2.6)-
172
(2.8) may possess semi-characteristic shocks (Sharma 2010 In general, ∇ U λ i · R (i) = f (u 1 ) across a simple wave. If, as seems possible for Eq.
175
(2.24), f (u 1 ) passes through 0, this implies that at a rarefaction fan, across which char-176 acteristics must diverge, a point is reached at which this can no longer happen because 
Shock conditions
185
We require shock conditions to be satisfied across shocks and semi-characteristic shocks. 
There are four cases depending on from which side the water is exerting force on the 
is the Heaviside function, so that
where δ(x − x 0 ) is the Dirac delta function, and x = x 0 is the location of the bed step.
205
Using (2.31) If we know the internal structure of a shock, i.e., h = h(B) across the shock, we can 214 calculate the ambiguous integral numerically or analytically straightforwardly:
where Figure 4 . Bed level geometry for this case. F =û/ gĥ is the Froude number. In these scenarios the whole flow is either sub-or supercritical.
For a steady state, the flux-conservative form of (2. 
233
Straightforwardly, we then obtain
for the variation ofh across the slope. If we consider an abrupt change in bed level to 235 be the limiting case as α → π/2 of this linear slope variation, and, moreover, that this 236 variation is independent of slope (tan α), we may then assume that this variation may 237 be used across a fixed bed step as the implied internal shock structure.
238
It should be noted that (2.39) can also be directly derived from an energy conservation in (2.32). However, the energy loss across a morphodynamic shock is a priori unknown.
247
Therefore in this work, we utilise the momentum equation to solve the stationary shock 248 across a fixed bed step and also for morphodynamic shocks. Accordingly, we now focus 249 on the approximations for
BLh dB.
250
(2.38) gives the exact solution of In this section we consider whether the n-step approach is valid for morphodynamic 259 shocks. Hereafter we return to the non-dimensionalisation introduced in § 2.2.
260
In the shallow water morphodynamical system that we consider here, there is in general 261 one characteristic speed much smaller than the other two. This can be seen in figure 5, in
polynomial for λ ′ depends only on F and σ:
The characteristic speed that is generally much smaller than the other two is associated ⇒ both sides of (2.28) are of comparable magnitude. This is consistent with W ≪ 1 for 274 a morphodynamic shock, so that in these circumstances (2.26)-(2.28) become
Note that (2.42) and (2.43) are the same shock conditions as those for flow over a fixed bed 276 step. This implies (2.39) can be derived from (2.42) and (2.43). This scaling is equivalent 277 to use of the quasi-steady approximation that is often used to study morphodynamics 278 (see e.g. Ribas et al. 2015) . Therefore, we conclude that both (2.40) together with (2.39), 279 and (2.33) with (2.39) in § 2.7.1 , which are both for a fixed bed stationary shock, 
297
(c) Calculate the xR xL hB x dx using the n-step approach (2.33).
298
(d) We then solve (2.26)-(2.28) using the calculated into a bed wave.
333
In the λ 3 rarefaction fan,
where (2.10) has been used. Thus, the large bed change that occurs near the dam location 
373
This point is illustrated in figure 8 . λ 1 increases as F increases, but at F ≈ 1.87 the the 374 characteristic velocity (λ 1 ) starts to decrease at the leading edge of the λ 1 rarefaction 375 fan. The constant region, corresponding to the jump from λ 1 to λ 3 curve, thus occurs 376 when dλ1 dF < 0. This indicates the convergence of λ 1 characteristics within the λ 1 fan.
377
The solution is multi-valued. The part of the λ 1 curve for which F > 1 behaves like a 
382
To obtain a valid mathematical structure here, the λ 1 fan must terminate prior to the 383 point at which dλ1 dh = 0 at a semi-characteristic shock with λ 1L = W ; downstream, in the 384 constant region we must have λ 1R < W , for a valid shock structure, which is possible 385 because F increases across the shock and therefore λ 1 decreases.
386
Physically, the main difference between this case and that for B r > B l is the larger x = 0, where we can also see the large bed change. The large bed decrease occurs at the 392 shock, which helps to connect widely separated values of B l and B r .
393
We assume an implied internal shock structure for all the semi-characteristic shocks,
394
and n = 2 is adopted here. For the semi-characteristic shocks for all negative B r values,
395
we have λ 1L = W > λ 1R . We also examine the effect of varying the upstream bed level only, while keeping the solutions for x < 0, because h l varies and so therefore does the driving force.
407
The wave solutions of these dam-break problems are similar to those of fixed h l and is the water depth on the left and bed difference that determines the wave structure.
411
Two dam-break problems with the same ratios of water depths and bed differences, i.e., σ → 0, the λ 1 and λ 3 rarefaction waves tend to combine into one wave.
426
As B r increases, the λ 3 wave becomes more confined to the original bed step position,
427
and less water flows into x > 0 region. When h r + B r → 1 flow ceases. 10(c)), h l * decreases very quickly, and when h l * < h r * the λ 3 fan observable for B r = 0 434 becomes a shock as the characteristics converge.
435
When B r −0.207, we get multivalued solutions within the λ 1 fan, (see figure 10(c) ).
436
The B r value at which this occurs will depend on h r , which here is 0.1, recall. We In figure 11 we look at the effect that varying h r has on the structure of these problems.
443
As h r decreases, we expect this wet-wet problem to start to resemble previously examined 444 wet-dry problems (see figure 6) . Accordingly, the λ 3 shock diminishes such that between 445 h r = 0.03 and 0.015 it becomes a rarefaction fan. As h r decreases further the λ 3 fan 446 extends towards the λ 2 shock such that in the limit h r → 0 the leading edge of this λ 3 fan becomes the wet-dry boundary (with zero depth) and a semi-characteristic shock, and 448 the λ 2 shock disappears. The λ 1 wave is a combination of a fan and a semi-characteristic 449 shock, which is consistent with the equivalent wet-dry dam-break solution. 
We also use the n-step approach (2.33) with n = 5 for the approximation
withB i = −ix/5, in which h i is calculated by (2.39). 
503
The dam-break problem over a fixed bed with a bed step will lead to a stationary rarefaction wave becomes a steep but smooth part, which is to some extent similar to 515 the stationary shock in the fixed bed case. The nearly fixed bed solutions are in good 516 agreement with the fixed bed solutions ( figure 13(a) ).
517
The Riemann solutions with NH91 condition for the examined negative B r values over The effects of how many steps the integral BR BL hdB is discretized into are also investi-546 gated. The comparison for both wet-dry and wet-wet dam-break problems using method 547 (c) (n-step approach) and (d) (NH91 approximation) is shown in figure 15 . We can see hdB. In the n-step approach in method (b) and (c), n = 2.
that the results with the implied internal shock structure are initially very close to those 549 directly using the NH91 approximation. As the size of bed step increases, the difference 550 between solutions with NH91 approximation and the new approach also increases slightly. use the implied internal shock structure, the shocks become physical.
559
In order to further investigate this, we take the wet-dry dam-break problem with 560 B r = −0.6 as an example to illustrate the characteristics across the semi-characteristic 561 shocks; see figure 17. We can see the characteristics diverging when using the NH91 ap-562 proximation, and characteristics converging when using implied internal shock structure.
563
This indicates that the NH91 approximation becomes less accurate when the bed step 564 becomes large in which the curvature of h with B becomes enhanced. In this case, the 565 importance of considering the internal shock structure becomes obvious.
566
In figure 18 we see how the multivalued problem in a wet-dry dam-break problem is 567 rationalised by introducing a semi-characteristic shock. According to Whitham (1974) , 568 the areas ∆A 1 = ∆A 2 . The results obtained here are consistent with this law, and when 569 n increases, |∆A 1 − ∆A 2 | decreases. This also demonstrates that the n-step approach 570 applied for (2.26)-(2.28) gives more accuracy. Note that when the NH91 condition is used, 571 the jump at the semi-characteristic shock occurs outside the multi-valued region. As a 572 result, the shock becomes non-physical, because λ 1 * > λ 1L = W . This flow is described by (2.38). Note that the RHS of (2.38) > 0 for allx; therefore 578 LHS > 0 as well. If we differentiate the LHS of (2.38) w.r.t. x we get: 
Now,
Therefore, if flow is subcritical the flow cannot exist. Therefore, the flow in figure 19 580 cannot exist. The authors could not find an example in the literature of this analysis 581 being presented, hence its inclusion here. 
